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Biofilms cause significant problems in the environment and during
the treatment of infections. However, the molecular mechanisms
underlying biofilm formation are poorly understood. There is
a particular lack of knowledge about biofilmmaturation processes,
such as biofilm structuring and detachment, which are deemed
crucial for the maintenance of biofilm viability and the dissemina-
tion of cells from a biofilm. Here, we identify the phenol-soluble
modulin (PSM) surfactant peptidesas keybiofilm structuring factors
in the premier biofilm-forming pathogen Staphylococcus aureus.
Weprovide evidence that all knownPSMclasses participate in struc-
turing and detachment processes. Specifically, absence of PSMs in
isogenic S. aureus psm deletion mutants led to strongly impaired
formation of biofilm channels, abolishment of the characteristic
waves of biofilm detachment and regrowth, and loss of control of
biofilm expansion. In contrast, induced expression of psm loci in
preformed biofilms promoted those processes. Furthermore, PSMs
facilitated dissemination from an infected catheter in a mouse
model of biofilm-associated infection. Moreover, formation of the
biofilm structure was linked to strongly variable, quorum sensing-
controlled PSM expression in biofilm microenvironments, whereas
overall PSM production remained constant to ascertain biofilm ho-
meostasis. Our study describes a mechanism of biofilm structuring
in molecular detail, and the general principle (i.e., quorum-sensing
controlled expression of surfactants) seems to be conserved in sev-
eral bacteria, despite the divergence of the respective biofilm-struc-
turing surfactants. These findings provide a deeper understanding
of biofilm development processes, which represents an important
basis for strategies to interfere with biofilm formation in the envi-
ronment and human disease.

Bacterial biofilms are sticky agglomerations of bacteria em-
bedded in an ECM. Owing to their high resistance to me-

chanical interference, mechanisms of innate and acquired host
defenses, and antibiotic treatment (1), they cause enormous
problems in the environment as well as in human and animal
infections. Biofilm-associated infections are characteristically
chronic and frequently occur in hospitals. Staphylococcus aureus
is a leading cause of such infections (2).
Bacterial biofilm formation proceeds in three steps: initial ad-

hesion, proliferation, and detachment. Adhesion may occur onto
virtually any biotic or abiotic surface. S. aureus, in particular, has
an extraordinary capacity to attach to indwelling medical devices
through direct interaction with the device’s polymer surface or by
establishing connections to human matrix proteins after those
proteins have covered the device. Then, proliferation proceeds
through the production of an ECM that contributes to in-
tercellular aggregation. In staphylococci, the matrix consists of
several secreted polymers such as exopolysaccharide, teichoic
acids, and specific proteins as well as DNA originating from lysed
cells (2).
The creation of a viable biofilm requires channels through

which nutrients can penetrate into deeper biofilm layers and
thus, additional factors that disrupt cell–cell interactions (3).
These factors can, ultimately, also lead to the detachment of cells
and cell clusters from the biofilm and therefore, control biofilm

thickness and expansion. Biofilm detachment plays a critical role
during biofilm-associated infection, because it enables cells to
spread through the blood and other body fluids to new infection
sites (2, 4). However, we have a lack of understanding about such
biofilm-disruptive factors and their role in biofilm maturation
and detachment processes.
In S. aureus, it is known that biofilm detachment is controlled by

the quorum-sensing system Agr (5–7), but the quorum-sensing
controlled molecular detachment factors of S. aureus remain un-
defined. Enzymes that degrade essential biofilm polymers may
theoretically contribute to biofilm detachment; however, there is
only preliminary evidence for such enzyme function in S. aureus or
other staphylococci (7, 8). In contrast, there are reports indicating
that several bacteria use surfactant-likemolecules to structure and
detach biofilms, which include Bacillus subtilis surfactin (9, 10),
Pseudomonas aeruginosa rhamnolipid (11, 12), and the phenol-
soluble modulin (PSM) β-peptides in Staphylococcus epidermidis,
a close relative of S. aureus (4). Thus, there is growing evidence
suggesting that quorum-sensing controlled expression of surfac-
tant molecules is crucial to biofilm maturation processes.
PSMs are staphylococcal peptides with an α-helical, amphi-

pathic structure, which gives them surfactant-like characteristics
(13–15). They are genome-encoded and found in most staphy-
lococcal strains, with a given species producing PSMs of usually
only minor amino acid sequence similarity to PSMs of other
species (16). Mutants in the quorum-sensing system Agr lack
PSM production, because psm operon transcription is under
strict control by the AgrA DNA binding protein (14, 17, 18).
Most work on PSMs has been performed in S. epidermidis and S.
aureus. S. aureus produces four PSMα peptides, which are
encoded in the psmα operon, two PSMβ peptides encoded in the
psmβ operon, and the RNAIII-encoded δ-toxin (14). The S.
aureus PSMα peptides and the δ-toxin belong to the group of
short α-type PSMs (∼20–25 aa), whereas the PSMβ peptides
belong to the β-type PSMs, which are about double in size
compared with α-type PSMs.
Here, we hypothesized thatmembers of the PSMpeptide family

mediate biofilm-structuring processes and biofilm detachment in
S. aureus, owing to their surfactant-like physicochemical charac-
teristics. To evaluate that hypothesis, we determined the impact of
all S. aureus PSM peptides on biofilm development. We examined
biofilm structure in detail using deletion mutants, high-resolution
imaging of biofilm development with confocal laser-scanning mi-
croscopy (CLSM), and in-depth mathematical analysis of biofilm
parameters. Furthermore, we investigated the impact of PSMs on
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the dissemination of biofilm-associated infection in a mouse
catheter infection model. Our results show that all PSM peptides
produced by S. aureus impact biofilm structuring, detachment, and
in vivo dissemination, and they indicate that PSMs form the major
force facilitating those processes. Importantly, our study provides
detailed evidence for a key function of surfactant molecules in
bacterial biofilm maturation.

Results
To analyze S. aureus biofilm maturation processes, we chose the
community-associated methicillin-resistant S. aureus strains
USA300 [Los Angeles County clone (LAC)] and USA400
(MW2) owing to their clinical importance (19, 20), proven in-
volvement in biofilm-associated infections such as osteomyelitis
(21) and endocarditis (22), and previously shown dependence of
biofilm detachment on the PSM regulator Agr (23). In a pre-
liminary test aimed to determine whether S. aureus PSM pep-
tides are biofilm-active, we added synthetic PSM peptides at
different concentrations to growing biofilms of a LAC agrmutant
(lacking intrinsic PSM production). Most PSM peptides inhibi-
ted biofilm formation at concentrations exceeding 50 μg/mL with
slightly different potencies (Fig. S1). This experiment, thus,
established general biofilm activity of S. aureus PSM peptides;
however, it only gave limited insight into the role of PSMs during
biofilm development, because PSMs were added externally and
not produced during biofilm growth. In the following experi-
ments, we, therefore, compared biofilms of isogenic psm mutants
with biofilms of the corresponding WT strains using CLSM,
allowing a much better evaluation of the contribution of PSMs to
biofilm-structuring processes.
Biofilm formation is commonly analyzed using static or dy-

namic (flow cell-grown) biofilms. It is debatable which method
better reflects in vivo conditions, especially because these con-
ditions may be strongly divergent. Therefore, we analyzed bio-
films in both static and dynamic systems. In static biofilms, total
biofilm volume and mean thickness values were significantly
higher in the agr and all psmmutants compared with those values

of the WT strain (Fig. 1 A and B and Fig. S2 A and B). These
results showed that the expansion of static biofilms in agr
mutants of S. aureus that we previously described (5) is, to a large
extent, a consequence of lacking expression of PSMs. Further-
more, values of average biofilm volume (a readout of the degree
of channel formation) were higher in all mutants compared with
the WT (Fig. 1C and Fig. S2C). In contrast, roughness coef-
ficients were lower, showing that mutant biofilms were smoother
than the biofilm formed by the WT strain (Fig. 1D and Fig. S2D).
Similarly, on visual evaluation of representative biofilm images,
mutant biofilms appeared more compact, thicker, and smoother
on the surface (Fig. 1E and Fig. S2E). Importantly, these data
indicate that (i) Agr not only controls biofilm detachment as
previously shown (6) but also biofilm structuring and (ii) PSMs
represent key molecular factors contributing to biofilm struc-
turing and detachment in S. aureus. Furthermore, all PSMs of

Fig. 1. Impact of PSMs and Agr on the structuring of static S. aureus biofilms. Static biofilms were grown in eight-well chambered coverglass plates for 48 h.
(A–D) Biofilm parameters were measured in at least 20 randomly chosen biofilm CLSM images of the same extension. Horizontal bars depict the mean.
Statistical analysis is by t tests vs. the corresponding values of the WT samples, which were grown and measured separately for every mutant comparison. Only
one WT analysis is shown for brevity; however, statistical analysis was performed vs. the corresponding WT samples grown in parallel, which were very similar
in all cases. ****P < 0.0001. Values for 24-h biofilms were also measured, and differences were similar. (E) Example 48-h CLSM biofilm images. Extensions and
scales are the same in every image (total x extension, 230 μm; total y extension, 230 μm).

Fig. 2. PSMs are responsible for quorum-sensing controlled waves of de-
tachment in dynamic S. aureus biofilms. Dynamic (flow cell) biofilm forma-
tion was measured over 5 d, and three randomly chosen biofilm CLSM
images were analyzed for the total biovolume at regular intervals. Arrows
mark the detachment waves occurring in the WT sample after the third day
of biofilm formation.
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S. aureus, PSMα peptides, PSMβ peptides, and the δ-toxin con-
tributed to these processes.
Next, we determined the impact of Agr and PSMs on biofilm

development under dynamic conditions using flow cells. Biofilm
development was measured over 5 d. After about 72 h, the
USA300 WT strain showed the previously described (6) char-
acteristic waves of detachment and regrowth (Fig. 2). Re-
markably, no psm or agr mutant showed this behavior, or it was
strongly reduced. In addition, similar to the results obtained with
static biofilms, total and average biovolumes and mean thickness
values of biofilms were significantly increased in all mutants
compared with the WT strains (Fig. 3 A–D and Fig. S3 A–D), and
representative images confirmed the mathematical evaluation on
visual examination (Fig. 3E and Fig. S3E). Of note, we ascer-
tained that the observed effects were not caused by spontane-
ously occurring mutations in the agr or psm operons by verifying
maintained PSM expression of randomly picked clones of ma-
tured biofilms in all strains. Furthermore, induction of expression
of the psmα or psmβ loci or the hld gene in a preformed biofilm
of a USA300 psm triple mutant (Δα/β/hld) led to significant
decreases in total and average biovolumes in all cases (Fig. 4).
These results confirmed the results obtained using static biofilm
formation, showing that PSMs are major molecular effectors of
Agr-controlled biofilm structuring and detachment in S. aureus
and that all S. aureus PSMs participate in those processes.
To gain additional insight into how the biofilm structure

develops on a molecular level, we determined the spatial and
temporal arrangement of agr and psm expression in static and
dynamic biofilms using egfp fusions of all psm gene promoters
(agrP3, psmα, and psmβ). In addition, we determined the activity
of the agrP2 promoter-driving expression of the AgrA DNA
binding protein that binds to and controls activities of the psmα
and psmβ promoters (18) (Fig. 5A). Expression in biofilms was
limited to specific cells and cell clusters for all promoters (Fig. 5
B–D). This observation is consistent with the notion that Agr

control and PSM expression drive biofilm structuring inasmuch
as this process requires a nonuniform expression of biofilm-

Fig. 3. Impact of PSMs and Agr on the structuring of dynamic (flow cell) S. aureus biofilms. Dynamic (flow cell) biofilms were grown for 72 h. (A–D) Biofilm
parameters were measured at 72 h in at least 14 randomly chosen biofilm CLSM images of the same extension. Horizontal bars depict the mean. Statistical
analysis is by t tests vs. the corresponding values of the WT samples, which were grown and measured separately for every mutant comparison. Only one WT
analysis is shown for brevity; however, statistical analysis was performed vs. the corresponding WT samples grown in parallel, which were very similar in all
cases. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001; ****P < 0.0001. Values for 24- and 48-h biofilms were also measured, and differences were similar. (E) Example 48-h
CLSM biofilm images. Extensions and scales are the same in every image (total x extension, 230 μm; total y extension, 230 μm).

Fig. 4. Inductionof PSMexpression leads tobiofilmdetachment in dynamic S.
aureus biofilms. Dynamic biofilms of the LAC psm triple mutant (Δα/Δβ/Δhld)
harboring the indicated plasmids were grown in flow cells for 24 h (t = 0) in
tryptic soy broth without glucose. Then, expression of the respective psm
genes,whichwere cloned in thepTX series ofplasmidsunder a xylose-inducible
promoter (seeTable S1 for all oligonucleotidesused),was inducedby switching
themedia to tryptic soy brothwithout glucose/0.5%xylose. In control samples,
the media were not switched. (A) Total and (B) average biovolumes were
measured at 24 and 48 h after infive randomly chosen biofilm CLSM images of
the same extension. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001; ****P < 0.0001; t tests
vs. corresponding control (pTX16) samples.
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structuring factors. Accordingly, although overall expression of
the four promoters was comparable between static and dynamic
biofilms (Fig. 5 B and C), there were strong differences in tem-
poral and spatial expression in flow cell biofilms (shown as an
example for the psmβ promoter in Fig. 5D). Furthermore, al-
though psm and agr promoter expression occurred throughout
the biofilm as needed for channel formation, it was strongest in
exposed parts of the biofilm in keeping with the idea that cell–
cell disruptive forces are highest at the outer levels to control

biofilm expansion. Together, these observations suggest that
slight differences in the microenvironment, causing differences in
local Agr autoinducing peptide concentration and consequently,
Agr activity, underlie the formation of the characteristic biofilm
structure through differential Agr-controlled PSM production.
Although our findings, thus, indicate that biofilm development
depends on the divergent spatial and temporal expression of agr
and psm promoters in biofilm cells, analysis of PSM concen-
trations in flow cell effluents showed that PSM production in the

Fig. 5. Expression of psm and agr promoters in static and dynamic S. aureus biofilms. (A) Agr quorum-sensing control circuit and regulation of target genes.
Modified from ref. 18. The quorum-sensing circuit is shown at the top. AgrB modifies and exports the AgrD Agr autoinducing peptide precursor, which
activates the histidine kinase AgrC. Activated (phosphorylated) AgrA binds to the P2, P3, psmα, and psmβ promoters. The P2 promoter controls expression of
RNAII, comprising the agrB, agrD, agrC, and agrA transcripts, which form the basis of the Agr quorum-sensing autofeedback mechanism. Most Agr targets
other than the psm genes are regulated by the P3-controlled RNAIII, which also encodes the PSM δ-toxin (hld gene). (B–D) CLSM visualization of promoter
expression in (B) static and (C and D) dynamic biofilms using promoter-egfp transcriptional fusions in strain LAC; x and y axes dimensions are 160 × 160 μm in
all images. In B, top and side views are shown of corresponding images. In C, example images are shown that depict typical average promoter expression
observed for the respective promoters; at different time points or locations in the biofilm, promoter expression was strongly different, which is shown as an
example for the psmβ promoter in D.
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entire biofilm relative to the biovolume is constant over time
(Fig. S4), which is in accordance with the idea that PSM pro-
duction is linked to the maintenance of biofilm homeostasis.
Finally, we used a mouse catheter infection model to de-

termine the impact of S. aureus PSMs on the dissemination of
biofilm-associated infection in vivo. This model was performed
as previously described for S. epidermidis (4) but not in a com-
petitive mode because of the number of different mutants to be
analyzed. Despite noncompetitive models being generally less
discriminatory, we detected significantly decreased dissemination
of the psm triple deletion mutant strain (Δα/β/hld) to the cath-
eter-surrounding tissue, adjacent skin, and lymph nodes com-
pared with the WT strain (Fig. 6). Single psm mutant strains
showed significantly decreased dissemination in at least one of
the tested samples. Although these findings are in accordance
with our in vitro results indicating that all S. aureus PSMs con-
tribute to biofilm detachment, it is likely that, at least for the
PSMα peptides, the observed phenotype is influenced in addition
by the cytolytic properties of those peptides (14). Of note, the
phenotype of the psm triple deletion mutant was very similar to
the phenotype of the agr mutant, underscoring that the failure of
S. aureus agr mutants to disseminate from a biofilm-infected
catheter is largely because of the lack of PSM expression.

Discussion
Our results identify PSMs as key contributors to S. aureus biofilm
maturation processes, specifically the formation of the charac-
teristic, channel-containing biofilm structure, biofilm detachment,
control of biofilm expansion, and dissemination from biofilms
in vivo. Furthermore, our findings are in support of a model in
which biofilm structuring is dependent on local differences in
biofilm maturation factor (PSM) expression, which is driven by
variation of quorum-sensing (Agr) activity.
Importantly, these findings significantly expand our knowledge

about PSMβ-based dissemination of biofilm-associated infection
that we obtained previously in S. epidermidis (4). Not only does
the present study provide a far more detailed assessment of
biofilm maturation processes using in-depth mathematical anal-
ysis, it also shows that all PSM classes are biofilm-active and
contribute to biofilm structuring and in vivo dissemination.
However, it is interesting that the PSMβ peptides in particular
showed a pronounced impact on S. aureus biofilm structuring,
despite much lower concentrations compared with other PSMs
and S. epidermidis biofilms (4). Promoter expression studies
revealed a relatively strong expression of the psmβ promoter in S.
aureus biofilms, suggesting that analyses of PSM concentrations

in biofilm cultures or effluents may not adequately reflect PSMβ
production in microenvironments. Nevertheless, expression of
the psmβ promoter was still much lower than expression of the
P3 promoter controlling expression of the δ-toxin. Thus, these
observations indicate an especially important role of PSMβ
among PSM peptides in biofilm maturation. This finding is par-
ticularly noteworthy, because production of the noncytolytic
PSMβ peptides may enable the bacteria to structure biofilms
without aggressive interaction with the host and strong activation
of host defense mechanisms, which is likely why they seem to play
a more central role in S. epidermidis compared with the more
aggressive S. aureus (24). In that regard, it was interesting that we
did not find substantial differences in the pattern of PSM pro-
duction in biofilm vs. planktonic culture in S. aureus (Fig. S5) in
contrast to the relative increase in PSMβ production in biofilms
previously observed in S. epidermidis (4).
We noted that there was no additive effect of PSM absence in

psm double and triple compared with single mutants in vitro
inasmuch as, for example, the total biovolume was not further in-
creased when more than one PSM or PSM class was absent. In
static biofilms, effects observed in psm single mutants were even
more pronounced than effects in double and triple mutants, al-
though all differences were statistically significant. Possibly, in the
absence of most or all PSMs, biofilm maturation processes are too
severely impaired for biofilms to develop normally than in the
absence of only some PSM peptides. However, effects were very
similar in the triple psm compared with the agr mutant, further
underscoring that PSMs aremajor effectors of the quorum-sensing
impact on biofilm maturation processes. In vivo, the contribution
of the different PSMs todissemination seemedadditive, possibly as
a result of at least the PSMα and δ-toxin having additional prop-
erties, such as the capacity to lyse red and white blood cells (14).
We previously noted that Agr negatively controls biofilm for-

mation inasmuch as agr mutant strains produced thicker biofilms
(5). Our present results mechanistically refine this model by
showing that the observed excessive biofilm thickness of agr
mutants is the result of abnormal biofilm development, which is
caused by the lack of PSM-dependent biofilm structuring and
control of biofilm expansion. In that regard, it is important to
stress that many previous studies on S. aureus biofilms were
performed in laboratory strains, several of which were Agr-dys-
functional (such as strain SA113) and likely selected because of
their extended biofilm thickness. Of note, agr mutants are also
frequently isolated clinically from biofilm-covered devices, pre-
sumably because compact and extended biofilms are of a certain
advantage to the bacteria in specific stages of chronic infection
(25); notably, however, these strains likely represent a dead end
of infection, because they lack the capacity to disseminate within
the body (4) or establish infection in other hosts (26).
The presence of quorum-sensing controlled surfactant mole-

cules in several biofilm-forming bacteria (9–12) indicates that the
mechanism that we describe here in S. aureus represents
a widespread mechanism of biofilm structuring. It is possible that
enzymes that degrade biofilm polymers provide additional
structuring for which there is some recent evidence in S. aureus
(7, 8); however, how such enzymes contribute to biofilm matu-
ration awaits in-depth investigation. Furthermore, our study
suggests that targeting biofilm-structuring surfactant molecules
might represent a promising approach to prevent the formation
of viable medical and environmental biofilms, although the
species-specific chemical nature of these molecules would likely
require a specific form of interference in every case.

Methods
CLSM. Static biofilms were grown in eight-well chambered coverglass plates
(Lab-Tek) and analyzed on a Zeiss LSM 700 confocal microscope after gentle
washing and staining with propidium iodide (10 μM) for 15 min. Dynamic
biofilms were grown using Stovall flow cells under a flow of 0.5 mL/min of

Fig. 6. Mouse model of biofilm-associated infection. Two catheter pieces
coated with the same strain of USA300 (LAC) WT or isogenic psm mutant
bacteria (∼3 × 105 cfu per catheter piece) were inserted in the left and right
dorsum of Nu/Nu mice. At day 7, mice were euthanized, and disseminated
bacteria were counted. Samples with considerable bacterial numbers are
shown. Only very small numbers of bacteria were found in the organs. *P <
0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001; ****P < 0.0001 vs. LAC (one-way ANOVA with
Bonferroni posttests).
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medium containing 10 μM propidium iodide. The developing biofilms were
scanned at regular intervals over the given period (usually 5 d).

Mouse Model of Biofilm-Associated Infection. The model was performed as
previously described (4) with the following modifications. One-centimeter
pieces of catheter tubing (Terumo Surflash IV catheter, 14 gauge × 2 in,
radio opaque, SR*FF1451) were coated for 2 h with bacterial suspensions,
resulting in adherence of ∼3 × 105 cfu; two pieces coated with the same
strain or mutant were inserted at the left and right dorsum of Nu/Nu mice,
and the incisions were closed with tissue adhesive glue. At day 7 after

infection, mice were euthanized, and the tissue surrounding the catheter;
the adjacent skin; the inguinal, axillar, brachial, superficial cervical, and
lumbar lymph nodes; and the kidneys, spleens, and liver was analyzed for
bacteria. Values obtained for all lymph nodes were added; values obtained
for the left and right skin, tissue, and organ samples were also added.

Additional detailed protocols are reported in SI Methods.
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